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Training Takeaways  

#  Not many high-intensity sessions.   

#  Minimal unrestricted sessions. 

#  Didn’t rush into next elevated-intensity 
session. 

#  Most sessions primarily aerobic-based. 

#  Value soft-surface training. 

#  Incorporated consistent cross-training [XT]. 

#  Consistent yet minimized speed-
development component [RD]. 

#  Underlying theme: err on the side of  
caution. 



       Two Guiding Principles 

#  Can’t get to the finish if  you don’t make it to the start. 

#  Get to the finish faster by not being as tired. 

Training Approach 
Why vs. What 



Error to Err? 

Err on the side of  caution 

#  Increases likelihood of  getting to the starting 
line. 

#  Increases the likelihood of  consistency in 
training. 

#  Consistent training increases the likelihood of  
aerobic development. 

#  Consistent aerobic development increases the 
likelihood of  accumulated fitness. 



Obstacles To Development 

Most Significant Limiting Factors 

#  Interruptions in accumulating fitness due to 
frequent setbacks or significant setback. 
Occasionally unforeseeable.  
#  Solution: Err on side of  caution to promote 

consistency. Educated estimation vs. perfect 
calculations. Big-picture approach. 

#  Inconsistency in approach. Decision-based. 
#  Solution: More identifiable. Not simple to resolve. 

Find the right people.  



Training Assumptions 

Two Operating Assumptions 

#  High-intensity, frequency of  high-intensity 
and volume of  high-intensity increase 
likelihood of  setback. 

#  Most athletes are fast enough. 



Training Conclusion 

Do something today that makes you better. Try not to do something today 
that eliminates your ability to come back and make yourself  better again 

tomorrow. 
 

Err on the side of  caution aims to promote consistent aerobic 
development, which enables accumulated fitness. The requirements of  

consistency will not only get you to the start, but the accumulated fitness 
gained therein will help you get to the finish faster and/or improve the 

likelihood of  competing better.  
 

Even when doing what needs to be done, process still requires time. 



People. Purpose. Platform. 

#  What is your program about? Values, objectives, 
plan. 

#  Find and attract the right people for your 
program values, objectives, plan.  

#  Provide the platform for a transformational 
experience. 

#  Develop the individual. 



Values, Objective and Plan 

#  Values: Set by institution – develop leaders of  
character. Our platform is to do so through athletics/
athletic success. 

#  Objective: Be an elite distance program. Both genders 
consistently at NCAA Championships. 

#  Plan: Program Model 
#  Seven (7) men on the line at sub-14:20 form. 

#  Seven (7) women on the line at sub-17:00 form. 

#  Ongoing incubation process.  

#  Senior drop-in.  

#  Be built for adversity. 



Recruiting 

Recruiting 101:  
Make Them Feel Special. 

 
Recruiting 201:  

The Right Fit Makes It Special.  



Recruiting Process 

#  Cast a big net: goal of  70% of  top 500 prospects. 

#  Inform about opportunity. Pre-contact feeders. 

#  Social media. 

#  Discuss values, objective and plan. Does it resonate? 

#  Calculate risk. Everyone is an investment.  

#  Solid people, not just solid athletes. 



Program First 
A Special Experience 



What Creates A Special 
Experience? 

#  Opportunity to contribute to — not just be a part of  — 
something greater than the themselves. 

#  Opportunity to build or uphold a tradition of  success. 
Contribute a chapter vs. writing the book. 

#  Connect the present with the past.  

#  Connect the present with the future. 

#  Build the team. 

#  Make it a program. 

#  Leave your legacy. 



Contribute To Something Greater 



Build On A Tradition 



Connect With The Past 



Connect To The Future 



Build The Team 



Make It A Program 



The Parts of  the Sum 
Developing the Individual 

#  Consistently communicate program model, expectations for developmental 
steps and where they are at in that process.  

#  Year 1: First semester foundation. Second semester mile PR with conversion. 

#  Year 2: Training level established. Hit upper-class standard. 

#  Year 3: Varsity experience. Belief  turns to knowledge. 

#  Year 4: Produce. Be the example. 

#  Engagement early and throughout by providing opportunities for racing and 
reward.   

#  Full training blocks balanced with prioritized racing schedule. 

#  AFXC 5k for varsity letter, AF Open 5k for airline ticket. 

#  Post-race individual review emails and race tracker. 

#  End-of-season individual meetings.  

#  Consistently communicate final objective. 



‘18 NCAA XC Race Tracker 



More Than Athletics 
What you take forward. What you leave behind. 


